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ABSTRACT

Laser-fired contacts (LFCs) are typically fabricated with nanosecond pulse durations despite the fact that extremely precise
and costly control of the process is necessary to prevent significant ablation of the aluminum metallization layer. Micro-
second pulse durations offer the advantage of reduced metal expulsion and can be implemented with diffractive optics to
process multiple contacts simultaneously and meet production demands. In this work, the influence of changes in laser
processing parameters on contact morphology, resistance, and composition when using microsecond pulses has been fully
evaluated. Simulated and experimental results indicate that contacts are hemispherical or half-ellipsoidal in shape. In
addition, the resolidified contact region is composed of a two-phase aluminum–silicon microstructure that grows from
the single-crystal silicon wafer during resolidification. As a result, the total contact resistance is governed by the interfacial
contact area for a three-dimensional contact geometry rather than the planar contact area at the aluminum–silicon interface
in the passivation layer opening. The results also suggest that for two LFCs with the same size top surface diameter, the
contact produced with a smaller beam size will have a 25–37% lower contact resistance, depending on the LFC diameter,
because of a larger contact area at the LFC/wafer interface. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lasers are an important tool in photovoltaic device fabrica-
tion and are routinely used for etching [1], scribing [2], and
doping [3,4]. Over the last decade, lasers have also been in-
vestigated for the processing of backside ohmic contacts on
the passivated emitter rear cell structure [5–7]. Laser firing
is used to create an electrical contact between an aluminum
(Al) metallization layer and the bulk silicon (Si) wafer
through a dielectric passivation layer [8–10]. Using this
method, ohmic contacts can be fabricated without the use
of photolithography and high-temperature annealing,
thereby enhancing production throughput and reducing
the risk of wafer breakage during high-temperature process-
ing [11–18]. Furthermore, this approach allows devices to
maintain the 22% energy conversion efficiencies observed
in current passivated emitter rear cell photovoltaic devices
[19] without any loss in device performance.

The majority of groups that have studied the laser-firing
process have utilized single or multiple nanosecond pulses
to form laser-fired contacts (LFCs) [6–11]. The drawback
of nanosecond pulses is that the process leads to metal expul-
sion and ablation [20], which can result in a significant loss of
Al at high vapor pressures and poor contact between the Al-
alloyed inner crater region and themetallization across the di-
electric passivation layer [21,22]. Because the alloying of Si
and Al is required for proper contact formation, the depletion
of Al can lead to inadequate alloying in the contacted region
and low or unpredictable contact quality. The use of longer
millisecond duration pulses can result in improved melting
and mixing of Al and Si up to depths greater than 20μm
[23,24]. However, longer millisecond duration pulses have
an adverse impact on the ability to meet production through-
put requirements when LFCs are processed individually [25].

One processing timescale that has not garnered signifi-
cant attention falls in the microsecond pulse length range.
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With these pulse durations, contact quality may be im-
proved by promoting the mixing of Si and Al in the contact
region [7] and by enhancing the formation of a p+ local
back surface field, which has been shown to decrease car-
rier recombination at the contact surface [8]. Furthermore,
high-powered lasers, specialized beam delivery systems,
and diffractive optics can be integrated to split an incoming
beam into multiple beams to simultaneously process
numerous contacts to meet throughput requirements
[25–27]. Because clear benefits can be associated with
microsecond pulse durations, it is critical to evaluate
how LFCs form within this processing regime and the
resulting impact on electronic properties.

In this research, LFCs are produced using microsecond
pulse durations and a 1070 nm wavelength laser over a
wide range of laser fluences. Comprehensive materials
characterization is performed to evaluate how changes in
laser processing parameters impact LFC morphology,
alloying of the Al and Si within the laser-affected region,
and total contact resistance. LFC cross-sections obtained
via focused ion beam (FIB) milling are used to develop
an understanding of the impact that laser firing has on the
Si crystal lattice, the size of the opening in the passivation
layer, and the overall contact geometry. The LFC geome-
tries are revealed to be three-dimensional with a two-phase
Al–Si microstructure within the resolidified region. The
impact that the three-dimensional contact geometry has
on total contact resistance is explained using carrier
transport simulations. By comparing experimental contact
resistance measurements with the simulated results, it is
demonstrated that the spreading resistance calculated by
the Cox–Strack relationship for a planar interfacial contact
area is not accurate when considering the hemispherical
and half-ellipsoidal three-dimensional contact geometries
formed using microsecond pulse durations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to characterize the LFC formation process when
using microsecond pulses, 500-μm-thick, 9Ω-cm resistivity,
double side polished, <100>, p-type, float zone, crystalline
Si wafers were used. The front sides of the wafers were pas-
sivated with 100 nm of SiO2 via plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition using a SiCl3/O2/Ar gas mixture in an
Applied Materials P5000 system. Next, approximately 2-
and 0.4-μm-thick Al layers were sputtered on the front and
backside, respectively, using a Denton DV-502ADCmagne-
tron sputtering tool at a base pressure less than 1×10�7 Torr at
a rate of 0.1 to 0.2 nm/s. Prior to laser processing, electrically
isolated regions (1.5mm×1.5mm area) were created with
lift-off on the front side using contact photolithography.
Individual LFCs were processed on each insulated pad.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the substrate confi-
guration used for laser firing.

An IPG Photonics® (Oxford, MA, USA) YLR-LP Series
1070 nm single-mode fiber laser that emits in the TEM00

mode with 500Wmaximum power was used for processing.

Using laser power levels between 112 and 460W and pulse
durations ranging from 20 to 100μs, fluence levels were var-
ied by changing the laser beam diameter from 50 to 70μm.
Laser firing was performed using the laser powers and pulse
durations shown in Tables I and II with fluences ranging
from 58 to 2343 J/cm2/pulse. Pulse durations were modu-
lated using a control system programmed with the National
Instruments LABVIEW® software (Austin, TX, USA). Pulse
durations were confirmed via oscilloscope readings from a
Newport (Irvine, CA, USA) 818-BB-21 high-speed photodiode.

Laser-fired contacts were characterized using a number
of techniques to evaluate the laser–material interaction

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental substrate used
for laser-fired contact (LFC) investigation.

Table I. Measured total contact resistances (Ω) with processing
parameters for 50μm beam diameter.

Power (W)

Time (μs) 112 159 260 360 460

20 NC NC 582 477 498
30 NC 1097 347 288 348
40 NC 595 266 297 271
50 1183 358 284 263 206
75 668 296 241 223 —

100 361 263 233 204 172

NC, no contact formed.
aNo data available for 460W, 75μs.

Table II. Measured total contact resistances (Ω) with
processing parameters for 70μm beam diameter.

Power (W)

Time (μs) 159 210 260 312 360 460

20 NC NC NC NC 482 437
30 NC 783 469 393 292 —

40 1315 528 410 293 273 —

50 573 432 318 283 265 212
100 622 260 222 208 184 126

NC, no contact formed.
aNo data available for 460W, 30 and 40μs.
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behavior, LFC fusion zone, passivation quality, and electri-
cal resistance. Contact morphology was determined from
images obtained using an FEI (Hillsboro, OR, USA) Quanta
200 environmental scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Using the same system, elemental concentrations of Al and
Si on the surface were measured by electron dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS) using a 5 keV accelerating voltage and 1μm
beam size. Samples were cross-sectioned close to the contact
centerline with an ADT (Yokneam, Israel) 7100 ProVectus
dicing saw, and the cross-sections were polished using an
FEI Quanta 200 3D dual beam FIB. Prior to polishing, a
carbon or platinum coating was deposited on the surface of
the sample near the face to be polished to protect the edge
from deteriorating during the milling process. For FIB sam-
ples, SEM imaging and EDSmapping were performed using
an FEI NanoSEM 630 field emission SEM and analyzed
using the Oxford (Abingdon, England) AZTEC software.

The surface topography of the contacts was determined
by optical profilometry using a ZYGO (Middlefield, CT,
USA) NewView™ 7300 optical profilometer and its
accompanying METROPRO® version 8.3.5 software. Total
contact resistance was measured with a probe station and
a Keithley (Cleveland, OH, USA) 4200 semiconductor
characterization system using four probes to eliminate the
resistance contribution from the wiring and probes. The total
resistance between three pairs of electrically insulated
contacts was measured from the front side of the wafer.
Using the measured resistances for the three pairings, each
individual contact resistance was back calculated by simulta-
neously solving a system of three equations. Calculated
contact resistances were reproducible with less than 10%
variation when different contact pairings were used.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Contact morphology

The impact of changing laser processing parameters on
contact morphology was evaluated using scanning electron
microscopy and optical profilometry. Figure 2 shows SEM
images of the top surface and the corresponding surface
contour maps for two contacts produced using a 50μm
beam diameter. The contact in Figure 2(a) was produced
with 160W laser power and a 30μs pulse, corresponding
to a fluence of 244 J/cm2. The contact in Figure 2(b) was
produced with 260W laser power and a 40μs pulse, corre-
sponding to a fluence of 530 J/cm2. The lower fluence
value is the threshold at which an ohmic contact with a
measureable electrical resistance of 1097Ω was formed
with no melt displacement, while the higher fluence value
represents the threshold at which an ohmic contact with a
resistance of 582Ω was formed and marked melt displace-
ment occurred (as seen in Figure 2). In all cases where la-
ser-fired Al–Si ohmic contacts were formed when using
microsecond pulse durations, the contacts exhibited a dis-
tinct inner crater and outer ring, as noted in Figure 2.

For the experiments run, the output beam from the fiber
laser used has a Gaussian irradiance (or laser power per
unit area) distribution, F, emitting in the TEM00 mode that
can be calculated using the following equation:

F ¼ qf η
πr2

e�f x2þy2ð Þ=r2 (1)

where q is the laser power, f is the distribution factor (taken
here as 3 to accurately simulate the output from the fiber

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope micrographs and optical profilometry measurements for laser-fired contacts processed with
50μm beam diameter using (a) 160W laser power and 30μs pulse length and (b) 260W laser power and 40μs pulse length.
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laser [7]), η is the absorptivity of the laser wavelength at the
substrate surface, r is the beam radius, and x and y are the
distances from the beam center. From Equation (1), it can
be seen that the intensity of the laser radiation will be
highest in the center. The inner crater region forms where
the material first melts under laser irradiation and grows ra-
dially with time based on conductive and convective heat
transfer mechanisms, which will be highly dependent on
pulse length and power level. This inner crater region will
grow in size with increasing fluence as seen in Figure 2.
The formation of the outer ring region, however, is caused
by ejection of Al and Si from the inner crater region at
higher fluences.

Using higher fluence will cause the substrate surface
temperature to increase more rapidly than lower fluences.
The rate at which the temperature increases depends on a
number of factors, such as the relative concentration of
alloying elements within the melt [21] and the laser wave-
length absorption coefficient of the material [7]. As the
molten pool surface temperatures increases, the vapor re-
coil pressure on the surface of the melt pool will increase
as the alloying elements are vaporized. For molten material
to escape the melt region, the recoil pressure of the melt
flow must exceed the surface tension pressure at the pe-
riphery of the melt pool [28]. By increasing the fluence
from 244 to 530 J/cm2 for the contacts shown in Figure 2,
the recoil pressure on the surface leads to pronounced melt
displacement from the molten pool center and the forma-
tion of an outer ring because of recoil pressure driven out-
ward flow.

Figure 3 shows surface deformation profiles measured
via optical profilometry through the center of various
contacts as a function of pulse duration and laser beam di-
ameter with an average laser power of 260W. The defor-
mation profiles in Figure 3(a) were processed with a
50μm beam diameter, whereas the profiles in Figure 3(b)
were obtained when processing with a 70μm beam diame-
ter. In all cases shown in Figure 3 (except for the contact

processed with a 70μm beam diameter and a 20μs pulse),
a central peak forms within the inner crater and grows
monotonically as a function of increasing pulse duration,
which will also correspond to an increase in the fluence.
There are two possible explanations for the formation of
this peak. Previous work on laser texturing of Ni–P
magnetic disk substrates using nanosecond pulses has
demonstrated that the central peak is due to a competition
between the surface tension gradient driven Marangoni
flow and the compositional gradient driven flow [29].
The depletion of a surface active element, such as oxygen
or phosphorus, can cause the transient shear stress on the
molten pool surface to be negative, which will induce a ra-
dially inward force on the melt causing the central peak
during solidification.

For our work, however, the central peak effect is more
pronounced (approximately 2 orders of magnitude larger
in height) than those formed with nanosecond pulses ow-
ing to higher fluences, longer pulse durations, and slower
cooling rates during solidification. In Figure 3(a), it can
be observed that when increasing the pulse length from
30 to 100μs for a 50μm beam diameter, the central peak
height increases from 4 to 21μm. When using a 70μm
beam diameter and a 100μs pulse, the central peak is ap-
proximately 17μm. On the basis of the size of the central
peaks formed here, an alternative explanation for the peak
formation is that with increasing fluence, the recoil pres-
sure will be larger, along with the potential energy stored
in the depressed melt pool surface. When the evaporative
vapor recoil pressure is removed at the termination of the
laser pulse, the surface will rebound and form a central
peak upon solidification.

Figure 4(a) and (b) shows the inner crater size as a func-
tion of pulse duration and laser power for beam diameters
of 50 and 70μm, respectively. In both cases, the inner cra-
ter contact size increases with longer pulse durations and
increasing laser power. Because the pulse lengths are still
sufficiently short that the process has not yet reached
steady state, the molten pool peak temperatures will rise
rapidly throughout the laser-firing process. As a result,
there will be an increasing Marangoni shear stress on the
surface driven by the large temperature gradients, and the
size of the contacts will grow rapidly because of increasing
fluid flow velocities and convective heat transfer from the
center to the periphery of the molten pool [7,21]. Figure 4
(a) shows that when using a 50μm beam diameter, increas-
ing the laser power from 160 to 460W leads to an increase
in the inner crater diameter of approximately 40μm at each
pulse length. LFCs processed with a 70μm beam diameter,
however, exhibit larger inner crater sizes when using the
same laser beam power and pulse duration, as shown in
Figure 4(b). It is likely that when using a larger beam size,
the melting threshold for both Al and Si is reached at larger
distances away from the beam center than when using a
smaller beam size. Therefore, the inner crater size is larger
despite the fact that the smaller beam size will have higher
peak temperatures and higher fluid flow velocities within
the melt.

Figure 3. Surface deformation with respect to the original sur-
face of the aluminum metallization layer as a function of time
and power density when processing with 260W laser power

and (a) 50 and (b) 70 μm beam diameters.
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Although the contacts processed with a smaller beam
diameter have smaller inner diameters, they should have
larger depths of penetration because the spatial variation
of the power density distribution across the surface of the
melt as calculated by Equation (1) will be substantially
higher when using a small beam diameter. It has been
shown through numerical simulations of the LFC process
[7] that when two contacts have the same top surface area,
the one processed with a smaller beam diameter will have a
larger depth of penetration because the laser intensity at the
center of the beam will be higher leading to greater heat
transfer by convection and conduction. As the irradiance
increases through a reduction in beam size, the mode of la-
ser processing will eventually transition from conduction
mode to keyhole mode [30], and the shape of the molten
volume will change from hemispherical to ellipsoidal with
large penetration depths. Understanding the influence that
changes in laser parameters have on contact geometry

and the resulting total contact resistance is important in or-
der to optimize the LFC process.

3.2. Electrical characterization

The total measured contact resistance, RLFC, is related to
the spreading resistance, RS, and the individual contact re-
sistance, RC [17]. The total LFC resistance is calculated as
follows:

RLFC ¼ RS þ RC (2)

The spreading resistance for an LFC processed with
nanosecond pulse lengths is typically calculated using the
Cox–Strack relationship for a planar, two-dimensional
contact [31]:

RS≅
ρb
2πr

arctan
2W
r

� �
(3)

where ρb is the base resistivity, r is the contact radius, and
W is the wafer thickness. The individual contact resistance
is calculated as follows:

RC≅
ρcef
πr2

(4)

where ρcef is the effective specific contact resistance
(Ω-cm2). The value of RLFC should approach the spreading
resistance as the contact quality improves and the contribu-
tion from the specific contact resistance at the Al/Si inter-
face becomes negligible. An increase in the inner crater
size, which is the location where there is an opening in
the passivation layer and the Al has alloyed with the Si
[14], has been shown to lead to a reduction in total contact
resistance for nanosecond pulses based on a reduction in
the spreading resistance per Equation (3) [17].

For the range of laser power and pulse durations used in
this study, the influence of LFC inner crater size on total
contact resistance is plotted in Figure 5. In addition, the
spreading resistance as calculated by the Cox–Strack
equation is plotted for a base resistivity of 9Ω-cm. The
individual contact resistance, Rc, is not considered and as-
sumed negligible based on the extremely low contact resis-
tivities of 4 × 10�6Ω-cm2 for Si heavily doped with Al
[32]. For an LFC with a 50μm radius, this corresponds
to a resistance of 0.02Ω, which is much lower than the
measured values. Processing parameters are shown in
Tables I and II for 50 and 70μm beam diameters, respec-
tively, along with the measured total contact resistances.
The data represents the average measured resistance value
as determined from multiple measurements in which the
standard error (calculated as the standard deviation divided
by the mean) was no more than 10%.

From Figure 5, it can be clearly observed that the
Cox–Strack relationship for a planar contact drastically
overpredicts the total contact resistance when increasing
contact diameters. It can also be observed that as the LFC

Figure 4. Inner crater contact size as a function of pulse length
and power level for (a) 50 and (b) 70μm beam diameters.
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inner crater diameter increases, the total contact resistance
decreases when using either a 50 or a 70μm beam diameter.
Although the trend is the same regardless of beam size, a
change in the beam diameter has a noticeable impact on
the measured total contact resistance for two contacts with
the same inner crater diameter. Specifically, the total con-
tact resistance can be significantly lower for the same inner
crater diameter when using the smaller 50μm beam diame-
ter. For instance, for an inner crater diameter of 100μm, the
contact resistance is approximately 220Ω when using a
50μm beam diameter, whereas it is nearly 330Ω when
using a 70μm beam diameter. Because there is a clear dif-
ference observed in the total contact resistance despite an
identical inner crater size, the results suggest that the con-
tact area is governed by a larger region than the inner crater.
In order to evaluate how a change in beam diameter resulted
in varying total contact resistance despite having the same
inner crater size, the composition along the top surface
was measured to determine if detectable changes in Al
and Si concentration influence contact formation.

Figure 6 shows results for EDS traces taken across the
surface of two solidified LFCs from the center of the con-
tact to the unaffected Al metallization. In order to assess
the depth of elemental detection for the measurement tech-
nique, the anticipated electron trajectories and spatial reso-
lution for the EDS signal were evaluated using Monte
Carlo Casino [33] simulations for the substrate configura-
tion shown in Figure 1 and known electron beam parame-
ters. The results suggest that detection will be within
300 nm from the surface over the 1μm beam size, giving
good spatial resolution considering the size of the contacts.
The inner crater region and outer ring region are delineated
on the plots based on the inset SEM micrograph. Figure 6
(a) shows the EDS results for a contact processed with
260W laser power, a 50 μs pulse, and a 50μm beam diam-
eter (662 J/cm2 fluence). The EDS trace confirms the

presence of Al and Si within the inner crater. In addition,
Al and Si are detected throughout the outer ring. The re-
sults show only Al within the unprocessed metallization
layer. Figure 6(b) shows a contact processed with 360W
laser power, a 40μs pulse, and a 70μm beam diameter
(374 J/cm2 fluence). In this case, Al and Si are detected
within the inner crater and outer ring as well. The presence
of Al and Si in the outer ring suggests that material is being
expelled from the inner crater region during processing
mainly because of large vapor recoil pressures on the sur-
face of the melt pool. Because these are single-line EDS
scans, a more thorough examination of the LFC cross-
section is required to determine how uniformly Al is
distributed within the contact.

Figure 5. Total contact resistance as a function of inner crater
diameter, laser power, pulse duration, and laser beam diameter.
Trendlines for 50 and 70μm beam diameters are included for

clarity.

Figure 6. Electron dispersive spectroscopy measurements
along top surface for (a) 260W, 50 μs pulse, and 50μm beam di-
ameter (662 J/cm2 peak fluence and 284Ω total contact resis-
tance) and (b) 360W, 40μs pulse, and 70 μm beam diameter
(374 J/cm2 peak fluence and 273Ω total contact resistance).
The insets show the locations of the measurements for the spe-

cific contact.
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In order to further evaluate how Al is distributed within
the LFC and outer ring, a sample was cross-sectioned
using a dicing saw and polished using a FIB. Figure 7(a)
shows a cross-section of an LFC processed with 260W la-
ser power, a 40μs pulse, and a 70μm beam diameter
(270 J/cm2). From the SEM image in Figure 7(a) at a tilt
of 44°, a faintly visible fusion line can be seen along cer-
tain regions around the melt (shown with the arrows and
red line on the right-hand side). This region represents
where the Si single-crystal base material has melted and
mixed with Al and recrystallized during solidification. A
plane view of the cross-section can be seen in Figure 7(b)
in which recrystallization of the Si because of the presence
of Al can be observed within the fusion zone on the left-
hand side of the contact. EDS maps in Figure 7(c) and
(d) shows the distribution of Al and Si, respectively, within
the recrystallized material. In these figures, the Al metalli-
zation layer outside the contact area was unintentionally re-
moved by the dicing saw during sample preparation. As a

result, Al is not present along the top surface of the sample
outside of the LFC in Figure 7(c).

Figure 7(c) shows a higher concentration of Al within
the left-hand side inner crater region. The outer ring region
also shows the presence of Al on both sides and is substan-
tially brighter on the right-hand side, indicating a higher
concentration of Al. This additional Al was most likely
displaced from the inner crater at the onset of processing
and not adequately incorporated into the melt. The irregu-
larity in the mixing suggests that the beam may not have
been perfectly Gaussian, leading to nonuniform heating
of the substrate despite a circular beam. On the left-hand
side, Al has clearly mixed throughout the melt, which is
likely because of convective mass transfer of the Al as
has been shown for laser doping of Si with phosphorus
[34]. Because of surface tension gradient driven
Marangoni flow for Si, molten material will flow along
the surface from the high-temperature center region to the
low-temperature periphery before returning to the center
through the depth of the melt [7,35]. These flow patterns
will lead to convective mixing of the Al in the molten Si,
which is observed in Figure 7(c), in which Al is detected
at a depth of approximately 25μm. The EDS map for Si
in Figure 7(d) shows Si throughout the melted region and
also within parts of the outer ring.

Figure 8 shows additional FIB cross-sections for two
contacts fabricated with 112W laser power, a 50μm beam
diameter, and pulse lengths of (a) 50 and (b)/(c) 100μs.
The total contact resistances measured were 1183Ω and
361Ω for the 50 and 100μs pulses, respectively. Figure 8
(a), which is a micrograph for the contact processed with a
50μs pulse and a fluence of 285 J/cm2, shows that the
opening in the passivation layer is only present within the
inner crater region. The presence of the passivation below
the outer ring suggests that the total contact area is not im-
pacted by this region despite the presence of Al and Si on
the surface. Voids in the crystalline Si are observed near
the openings in the passivation on both sides of the inner
crater, which are likely caused by rapid interdiffusion of
Si into the Al metallization.

Within the inner crater region where there is an opening
in the passivation layer, the presence of a two-phase Al and
Si microstructure can be observed. One such region is
highlighted in the red box in Figure 8(a) and is enlarged
in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the presence of both Al (green)
and Si (blue) within the inner crater region. Despite the
clear interdiffusion of Al and Si seen in Figure 9, the total
contact resistance is extremely high (1183Ω). This unex-
pectedly high contact resistance may be because the
heavily doped Al region is not uniform throughout the
cross-section as seen in Figure 8(a). Nonuniform heating
by the laser beam and/or other competing processes in-
volved in the initiation of contact formation, such as the
melting of the passivation layer, may be the cause.

Figure 8(b) and (c) shows FIB cross-sections from dif-
ferent regions within a contact processed with a 100μs
pulse and a higher fluence of 570 J/cm2 and that exhibits
a much lower resistance (361 Ω) and larger inner crater

Figure 7. Focused ion beam polished scanning electron
microscope cross-section for laser-fired contact processed with
260W laser power, 30μs pulse length and 70 μmbeam diameter
(202 J/cm2 peak fluence with 469Ω total contact resistance) at
(a) 44° tilt and (b) no tilt. Electron dispersive spectroscopy maps
for (c) aluminum series (no tilt) and (d) silicon (no tilt). Faintly vis-

ible fusion line indicated with red line on right-hand side.
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size. Figure 8(b) shows the right side of the contact region
near the passivation layer, further confirming that the pas-
sivation layer remains intact below the outer ring region
even at higher fluences. Within the cross-sections, the
white region represents a second phase with higher con-
centration of Al, and the darker region is the Si-rich phase.
At this higher fluence level, it can be observed that some of
the Al was expelled during processing and solidified on the
surface within the periphery of the outer ring without
completely mixing with the Si. Because the melting point
of pure Al is 933K and the boiling point is 2792K versus
1687 and 3514K for Si, respectively, metal expulsion of
the Al layer will initiate prior to substantial melting of
the Si and/or formation of an Al–Si eutectic.

Closer toward the inner crater region, however, Al is
well mixed with the Si within the outer ring as seen in
Figure 8(b). Because of the mixing of Al and Si within
this region, a two-phase Al–Si microstructure forms.
Furthermore, the solidification process will undergo
nonequilibrium cooling that will influence the resulting mi-
crostructure because of rapid cooling cycles associated

Figure 8. Scanning electron microscope micrographs of cross-section for contacts processed with 112W laser power, a 50 μm beam
diameter, and (a) 50μs pulse (resistance of 1183Ω) and (b) and (c) 100 μs pulse duration (resistance of 361Ω) where (b) is below the

outer ring and (c) is toward center of the laser-fired contact. Red box in (a) is enlarged in subsequent figure.

Figure 9. Electron dispersive spectroscopy map for boxed
region in Figure 8(a) shows diffusion of aluminum (green)
and silicon (blue) during contact formation when processing
with 112W laser power, a 50μs pulse length, and a 50 μm

beam diameter.
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with laser processing [7]. Figure 8(c) shows a large portion
of the inner crater region for the same contact shown in
Figure 8(b). A similar two-phase microstructure can be ob-
served in this region. Because of the variation in thermal
cycles within the molten region associated with laser pro-
cessing of LFCs [7], the solidification structure varies
within the melt region from the fusion boundary to the cen-
ter of the melt. The solidification morphologies vary from
more cellular growth closer to the fusion line to a more
equiaxed dendritic structure at the center of the contact.
The change in solidification morphologies has been ob-
served in similar studies of laser spot welding [35] and is
primarily driven by the temperature gradient at the inter-
face between the liquid and the two-phase Al–Si region
and the growth rate of the liquid/two-phase solidification
front. The variation in solidification behavior will be
influenced by the selection of laser processing parameters.

Additional imaging performed using an ion beam re-
vealed absolutely no contrast in the various crystalline sub-
structures shown in Figures 7 and 8, suggesting that the
resolidification occurs as a single crystal because of epitax-
ial growth. Similar behavior has also been observed in high
energy density welding of single-crystal nickel-based al-
loys [36]. The solidification substructures (i.e., dendrites
and cells) will, however, possess different orientations
based on the preferential growth directions of the solidify-
ing melt pool from the fusion boundary of the contact [36].
In both cases where high and low resistances were
produced in Figure 8 by varying fluence, the contacts
exhibited areas where Al was incorporated into the Si well
beyond the planar Al–Si interface area at the opening in the
passivation layer. The presence of Al at large depths within
the resolidified Si will result in a contact that is not planar
in shape, and may be the primary contributor to the differ-
ences in the total contact resistances observed in Figure 5
when using different laser beam diameters despite having
the same LFC top surface diameter.

3.3. Total contact resistance simulations

The influence of a three-dimensional contact geometry on to-
tal contact resistance was explored through modeling of the
carrier transport by self-consistently solving Poisson’s equa-
tion and the carrier continuity equation with drift-diffusion
physics using the commercial software SENTAURUS by
Synopsys, Inc. (Mountain View, CA, USA). Simulations
were performed using a two-dimensional rectangular
computational domain that was 500μm thick based on the
wafer thickness, and the length was equal to three times
the thickness. The total contact resistances were then calcu-
lated for three-dimensional geometries using cylindrical
symmetry. The substrate was modeled as doped p-type Si
with a boron acceptor concentration of 1.5 × 1015 cm�3

[37] based on the known wafer base resistivity of 9Ω-cm.
The individual contact resistance, RC, was assumed to be
negligible because of the extremely low specific contact
resistances on the order of 4 × 10�6Ω-cm2 known for Si
very heavily doped with Al [32]. Simulations were

performed assuming Al dopant densities of 2 × 1019 cm�3

based on experimental data for Al concentration in Si
annealed at 800 °C [38]. Total contact resistance was deter-
mined from the slope of voltage/current plots that were
generated for a dc bias of 0–2V between the top surface of
the LFC with the bottom surface at ground.

Contacts were modeled in two-dimensions as semicir-
cles and half-ellipses (as shown in the inset in Figure 10)
with a contact diameter, a, and a contact depth, c, because
previous heat transfer and fluid flow modeling of the
transient growth of the LFC geometry has revealed that
contacts when processed with microsecond pulses will be
hemispheres or half-ellipsoids [7]. For example, the heat
transfer and fluid flow model revealed that a reduction in
beam diameter by approximately 20μm caused the depth
of penetration to increase by 1.5 times for the power levels
considered in that study, which would cause the LFC shape
to change from a hemisphere to a half-ellipsoid. The con-
tact diameter, a, was selected on the basis of the values
obtained from the experimental measurements for inner
crater LFC diameter shown in Figure 5. For the ellipses,
the depth, c, was taken as the same length as the contact di-
ameter (c= a) to account for the change in penetration
depth when processing with a smaller beam size.

Figure 10 shows a plot of the total contact resistance for
the experimental and simulated results as a function of the
inner crater LFC diameter. In order to clearly distinguish
the simulated results from the experimental results, exper-
imental measurements are plotted as data points based on
the trendlines shown in Figure 5 for the total contact resis-
tance data for 50 and 70μm beam diameters. When
looking at the simulated contacts resistances for the hemi-
spheres and the half-ellipsoids, it is clear that despite the
fact that the inner crater LFC diameter is the same size,
the total contact resistance is different. For instance, when

Figure 10. Device simulations for total contact resistance
assuming hemispherical or half-ellipsoidal contact shape (with Al
doping concentration of 2×1019cm�3) versus planar Cox–Strack
(C-S) calculation per Equation (3) and measured experimental

values for microsecond pulse laser-fired contacts (LFCs).
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the diameter is 90μm, the contact resistance is 225Ω for
the half-ellipsoid versus 301Ω for the hemisphere.
Because the half-ellipsoid has a larger contact area at the
LFC/wafer interface, the calculated spreading resistance
is nearly 25% less, which explains the shift in the curves
for the simulations when modeling a hemisphere versus
half-ellipsoid.

The experimental total contact resistance data when
processing with the 70μm beam starts close to the planar
approximation by the Cox–Strack equation but deviates
rapidly and approaches the values predicted for the
hemisphere. Heat transfer and fluid flow modeling of the
transient growth of LFCs when using microsecond pulse
lengths support the idea that the contact will start off more
planar but take on a more three-dimensional shape with in-
creasing processing time [7]. At the onset of processing,
the contacts processed with the larger beam will be more
elliptical in shape with the depth, c, being much smaller
than the inner crater LFC diameter, a. Therefore, the resis-
tance will be better predicted by a planar approximation.
However, as the contact grows in size either by increasing
laser power or through the use of longer pulse durations,
the contact size will continue to grow into a hemispherical
shape, and the c/a ratio will increase from 0 to 0.5. As this
occurs, the experimental data approaches the simulated
data for total contact resistance of a hemisphere. This
LFC shape has also been observed through heat transfer
and fluid flow simulations in which it was shown that when
processing with 25W laser power and a 20μm beam diam-
eter, the c/a ratio was 0.2 after 1μs and reached 0.43 by
30μs.

Similarly, the contacts processed with the 50μm beam
diameter will take on a hemispherical shape more quickly
because of the concentrated power density distribution pre-
dicted by Equation (1). As the duration of the laser pulse
increases, the depth of penetration will increase and the
c/a ratio will increase greater than 0.5. When the c/a ratio
reaches 1, which corresponds to the simulated data for
the half-ellipsoid shown, there is good agreement in total
contact resistance between the experiments and simula-
tions. Therefore, for two contacts processed with a differ-
ent beam diameter yet possess the same top surface LFC
inner crater diameter, it can be expected that the penetra-
tion depth will be larger for the contact processed with
the smaller beam size, and total contact resistance will be
lower. With a larger penetration depth yet similar top sur-
face inner crater diameter, the contact area at the LFC/wa-
fer interface will be greater for the contact processed with
the smaller beam. As a result, we observe the shift in
curves observed in Figure 5 when looking only at the top
surface inner crater diameter.

The total contact resistance for LFCs processed with
nanosecond pulse durations is best approximated by the
empirical Cox–Strack relationship for planar contacts
[17]. For the contacts produced with the microsecond pulse
durations, the total contact resistance is significantly lower
and also depends on the contact geometry produced (i.e.,
half-ellipsoidal or hemispherical). When comparing the

contact resistances presented in Figure 10 for planar and
three-dimensional contacts, it can be observed that the total
contact resistance is approximately 37% and 53% less than
that predicted for planar contacts over the entire range of
top surface LFC diameters for hemispherical and half-
ellipsoidal contacts, respectively. For example, the total
contact resistance for an LFC diameter of 80μm is 541 Ω
for a planar contact in comparison to 342 Ω for a hemi-
spherical contact and 256 Ω for a half-ellipsoidal contact.
Therefore, significant reductions in individual contact re-
sistance can be achieved by employing three-dimensional
contacts.

It is also worth noting that with these processing
conditions, the simulated data for the hemispheres and
half-ellipsoids suggest that recrystallization depths with
Al alloying greater than 100μm can be achieved. There-
fore, because the passivation layer remains intact outside
of the inner crater region (as seen in Figure 8), it is possible
that the larger contacts may improve carrier collection be-
cause photogenerated carriers would not have to travel as
far to reach the LFC. However, a contact that occupies a
larger volume would reduce the available volume of Si
for the photogeneration of carriers. Because these phenom-
ena are at odds, it is important to experimentally quantify
the impact on device efficiency. Nevertheless, on the basis
of the good agreement between the experiments and simu-
lations for total contact resistance as a function of inner
crater LFC diameter, it is clear that to obtain the lowest to-
tal contact resistance, laser processing parameters should
be carefully selected when using microsecond pulse
lengths to optimize the c/a ratio while maximizing the area
at the LFC/wafer interface without damaging the wafer

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of microsecond pulses to form LFCs was compre-
hensively evaluated through characterization of surface
morphology, contact geometry, concentration, and total
contact resistance as a function of laser processing
parameters. From the results, the following conclusions
can be made:

(i) The contact size for LFCs processed with micro-
second pulse lengths is governed by the contact
area at the three-dimensional LFC/wafer interface
rather than the planar LFC contact area at the Al–Si
interface through dielectric passivation layer. As a
result, the total contact resistance is dependent on
the surface area of the molten region with dissolved
Al, which will be hemispherical or half-ellipsoidal
depending on the laser parameters used.

(ii) The opening in the passivation layer is restricted to
the region designated as the inner crater LFC diam-
eter. An outer ring forms because of metal expul-
sion based on the laser beam energy density.
However, the passivation layer remains largely
intact below this region. In addition, the Al that is
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not expelled from the melt region during process-
ing mixes with the Si to form a two-phase micro-
structure. The presence of Al leads to heavy
doping of the p+–Si and contributes to reducing
the total contact resistance.

(iii) Using a smaller beam diameter to produce a con-
tact with the same inner contact area but deeper fu-
sion zone can result in substantially lower total
contact resistances because the area of the LFC/wa-
fer interface for a three-dimensional contact will be
greater with larger melt depths. For example, an
LFC with an 80μm inner contact area produced with
a 50μm beam results in a deeper doped region and a
total contact resistance of approximately 300Ω ver-
sus 450Ω when produced using a 70μm beam.

(iv) Processing with the laser conditions considered in
this study leads to the formation of a central peak
region and significant molten pool surface defor-
mation, particularly at higher power density levels.
The formation of these features does not seem to
impact total contact resistance, which is primarily
influenced by the interfacial contact area of the
resolidified Al–Si fusion zone.
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